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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Purpose of Services

The purpose of the exploration was to evaluate the general subsurface conditions within the area of the
planned improvements consisting of a new boardwalk, deck, and ancillary elements. This report contains a
brief description of the field and laboratory testing procedures performed for this study and a discussion of
the soil conditions encountered at the site. Our findings, conclusions, and recommendations for foundation
support and construction considerations are provided in this report.

1.2

Site Description

Isle of Palms County Park is located at 1 14th Avenue, City of Isle Palms in Charleston County, South
Carolina. The park is approximately 9.3 acres and has a parking area with an entrance from 14th Avenue
and pond on the northwest portion of the site. A main building, two boardwalks, sidewalks, playground,
sand volleyball court, and various green spaces are located on the southeast side of the site near the beach.
The boardwalks traverse the dunes and provide park patrons access to the beach and Atlantic Ocean. An
emergency access drive is located to the west of the western most boardwalk. The accessibility
improvements are planned in the Phase B area (as noted on provided drawings) near the main building
and boardwalks.
The Phase B area is relatively level with grades sloping up towards the dunes. The existing grades typically
range from +6 ½ to +8 feet-NAVD88. The existing grades at the dunes are approximately +9 to +10½ feetNAVD88.

1.3

Project Description

Plans are to replace the western boardwalk with a new boardwalk and construct a new deck adjoining it.
The new deck will be located to the east of the boardwalk and in the general area of the dune. Plans are
conceptual at this time, and details of the new deck are not available. We understand plans are to support
the new boardwalk and deck on driven timber piles due to scour concerns. The maximum allowable axial
compressive load the piles will need to support is 2.5 tons. We assumed scour to elevation of approximately
+3 feet-NAVD88 (approximately 5 feet below existing grade) is possible at the site.
Plans also include improvements to or replacing ancillary elements for the boardwalk and deck. These
improvements include replacing some existing stairs and widening of some ramps and landings. We
understand plans are to support these structures on conventional shallow foundations. Plans showing the
proposed ancillary improvements were not available at the time of the report and structural details are not
known at this time, but we assume maximum column loads will be 20 kips or less with cut and fill depths of
1 foot or less.
Construction of a new building to the northwest of the main building is being considered in the future.
Subsurface exploration and preliminary geotechnical considerations for foundation support were requested
in this area.
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Project information was provided in an email from Mrs. Newshutz to the ESP team dated December 16,
2020 with attached sketch requesting surveying services for a Charleston County Parks and Recreation
(CCPRC) project. Additional project information was provided from Mr. Daniel Campbell, PE with Collins
Engineers to Mr. Matthew Lucas, PE with ESP during a telephone conversation on February 23, 2021 and
email dated March 16, 2021.
The project information and assumptions presented herein should be reviewed and confirmed by the
appropriate team members. Modifications to our findings and recommendations may be required if the
actual conditions vary substantially from the project information and assumptions stated herein.
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2.0 EXPLORATION PROCEDURES
2.1

Field

The following methods were used to evaluate the subsurface conditions at the site. Additional descriptions
of the field exploration procedures are also presented in the Appendix. The test locations were located in
the field by a geotechnical engineer referencing existing site features. The as-drilled soil test locations were
surveyed by ESP personnel while on site performing other surveying services. Test location C-1 was
performed in the general area of possible future buildings. Test locations C-2 through C-4 were performed
in the area of the new boardwalk, deck, and ancillary elements. Test location C-3 was originally requested
to the east of the boardwalk in the area of the dune where the new deck is planned. This test location was
offset and performed on the emergency access drive to avoid disturbing the dune and vegetation with the
drill rig. Test locations are shown on the attached “Test Location Plan,” Figure 1.
2.1.1 Cone Penetration Tests
Four Cone Penetration Test (CPT) soundings (Soundings C-1 through C-4) were extended to depths
ranging between 30 and 58 feet below the existing ground surface. “Cone Penetration Test” records are
included in the Appendix.
2.1.2 Hand Auger Borings
Hand auger borings were extended to 4 feet deep below the existing ground surface adjacent to the
soundings to further evaluate near-surface soils. The results of the visual soil classifications for the borings
are presented on the “Hand Auger Boring Records” in the Appendix. Similar soils were grouped into strata;
however, the actual transition between soil types in the field may be gradual in both the horizontal and
vertical directions.
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3.0 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
3.1

Site Geology

The referenced project is located on Isle of Palms in Charleston County, South Carolina. Isle of Palms is a
barrier island located in the Lower Coastal Plain Unit of South Carolina. In general, this region contains
surficial Quaternary alluvial deposits formed during the Holocene Epoch underlain by Tertiary aged, well
consolidated layers of sands, silts, or clays that were deposited by marine or fluvial action during the periods
of retreating ocean shoreline.

3.2

Subsurface Findings

Subsurface conditions as indicated by the soundings and borings generally consist of topsoil and Coastal
Plain soils. The generalized subsurface conditions at the site are described below and are graphically
depicted in the Appendix. For more detailed soil descriptions and stratifications at a particular test location,
the attached “Cone Penetration Test” records and “Hand Auger Boring Records” should be reviewed.
3.2.1 Surface
Hand auger borings C-1 and C-2 were performed in green spaces at the park and initially encountered
topsoil approximately 1 to 2 inches thick. Topsoil thickness will likely vary in unexplored areas of the site.
Borings C-3 and C-4 were performed close to the beach and encountered coastal plain soils at the existing
ground surface
3.2.2 Coastal Plain Deposits
Below the surface materials or at the existing ground surface, the subsurface conditions generally consist
of very loose sand in the upper 3 feet underlain by loose to very dense sand to approximately 30 feet below
the existing ground surface (elevation -21 feet-NAVD88). An approximately 9 to 14-foot thick, dense to very
dense sand was encountered approximately 4 to 5 feet deep (Elev +5 to +3 feet-NAVD88). This layer likely
represents a cemented sand or “hard pan” layer common in this area.
Beneath the sand, the soundings encountered interbedded soft clay and very loose to loose clayey to
approximately 38 feet deep (elevation -31 feet-NAVD88) underlain by firm clay to the top of the Cooper
Marl1. Marl was encountered in sounding C-4 at a depth of approximately 55 feet (elevation -49 feetNAVD88) and extended to termination of the sounding at 58 feet deep below the existing ground surface.

3.3

Subsurface Water

The generalized subsurface water conditions encountered during our exploration are described below.
Subsurface water measurements were performed upon completion of the soundings and hand auger
borings. Based on measurements taken in the field, subsurface water was encountered approximately 2½

Cooper Marl, locally referred to as “marl”, is a relatively incompressible, thick ( 200 ft) stratum which underlies the
area, and is typically the bearing stratum for deep foundations in the greater Charleston area.
1
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to 4½ feet below the existing ground surface in the soundings and borings. Subsurface water was not
encountered in hand auger boring C-3 to 4 feet deep at the time of boring. Subsurface water levels will
fluctuate with tidal variations and also tend to fluctuate with seasonal and climatic variations, as well as with
some types of construction operations. Therefore, water may be encountered during construction at depths
not indicated during this study. For more detailed information, the attached “Cone Penetration Test” records
and “Hand Auger Boring Records” should be reviewed.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

Geotechnical Considerations

Based on the project information previously discussed, the data obtained from the field testing program,
and our analysis, the site is adaptable to the proposed construction. The new boardwalk and deck can be
supported on driven timber piles bearing in the dense to very dense sands. Ancillary structures can be
supported on shallow foundations bearing on the coastal plain soils provided the risks of scour are
accepted. The primary geotechnical considerations that should be considered and addressed in the
proposed development are further discussed in the following sections of this report.
Our conclusions and recommendations are based on the project information previously discussed and on
the data obtained from the field testing program. If the structural loading, geometry, or proposed structure
locations significantly differ from those discussed, or if conditions are encountered during construction that
differ from those encountered by the borings, ESP requests the opportunity to review our recommendations
based on the new information and make any necessary changes.

4.2

Driven Timber Piles

We have evaluated driven timber piles for support of the new boardwalk and deck. Table 1 provides the
allowable axial compressive capacities for driven 8-in. and 10-in.-minimum-tip diameter timber piles bearing
in the dense to very sand at a pile tip elevation of -7 feet-NAVD88 (approximately 15 feet below the existing
ground surface). The pile recommendations are based on the piles bearing in the dense to very dense sand
layer that was encountered at the site, primarily due to scour concerns during storm events or other times
of elevated water levels and high velocity flooding.
Table 1 – Summary of Allowable Axial Compressive Capacity

Pile Type
8-inch Tip Diameter
Timber
10-inch Tip Diameter
Timber

Allowable Axial
Compressive
Capacity
(tons)
3
4

These pile recommendations do not consider the seismic case. Analysis of the lateral soil resistance of the
piles has not been performed.
An efficiency factor accounting for capacity reductions caused by group effects of 1.0 should be used for
center-to-center pile spacings of three pile diameters or more. Three pile diameters is the minimum
recommended spacing. The structural capacity of the piles has not been considered in our analysis and
must be evaluated by the project structural engineer.
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Pile driving operations should be observed by an Engineering Technician under the Geotechnical
Engineer’s supervision to evaluate whether the piles are encountering expected driving resistances and to
note any damage or other concerns during installation. Pre-augering should be used to aid pile installation.
We anticipate pre-augering will be required to elevation -2 feet-NAVD88 (approximately 10 feet below
existing grade) to drive the piles into the dense to very dense sands. Pre-augering should not be permitted
deeper than elevation -2 feet-NAVD88. The diameter of the auger should be no larger than the least pile
dimension. Jetting should be prohibited.
Based on our experience with similar projects, drop, air, or diesel hammers having rated energies in the
range of 15 to 30 ft-kips should be suitable for pile installation. However, prior to the start of construction,
a wave equation analysis should be performed to verify that the proposed driving system (i.e., hammer type
and size) is capable of driving the piles to the desired depth.
Due to the relatively light loads and the relatively small quantity of production piles, load testing is not
required. A higher safety factor was used in our design to compensate for the absence of load testing.
However, an engineering technician should monitor all pile driving to verify that the piles are encountering
expected driving resistances and not any pile related anomalies during installation.
Pile driving at this site will cause vibrations due to the dense to very dense sand encountered. At similar
sites, we have observed peak particle velocities of up to 0.6 in. per second (ips). Although vibrations of this
magnitude are unlikely to cause structural damage, they will certainly be “felt” on the adjacent lots, and
therefore there is a potential for the perception of cosmetic damage to some building elements. If the risks
associated with potential vibrations are a concern, we recommend that a structural engineer be retained to
assess the damage potential, and vibration monitoring be performed during pile installation to help adjust
the pile installation procedure as necessary. Pre-augering, as recommended previously, will also help
reduce vibrations.

4.3

Shallow Foundation Support

For satisfactory performance, the foundation for any structure must satisfy two inter-dependent design
criteria. First, it must have an acceptable factor of safety against bearing failure of the foundation soils under
the maximum design loads. Second, the settlement of the foundations due to elastic compression or
consolidation of the underlying soils should be within tolerable limits for the structures.
4.3.1 Shallow Foundation Support
The results of the field explorations indicate that the proposed new stairs, landings and widened ramps can
be supported on shallow foundations designed for a net allowable bearing pressure of up to 2,000 pounds
per square foot (psf), provided the risks associated with scour are accepted and our recommendations
regarding foundation evaluations and fill placement are implemented. Minimum wall and column footing
dimensions of 18 and 24 inches, respectively, should be maintained to reduce the possibility of a localized,
punching-type shear failure. Due to the proximity of the shallow foundations to the ocean and potential high
velocity flooding, we recommend shallow foundations be designed to bear at least 3 feet below finished
grade. However, this depth should be confirmed by the structural engineer based on scour calculations.
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Based on the assumed loads, it is our opinion that the total and differential settlement will be less than 1
inch and ½ inch, respectively.
We recommend that the foundation excavations be observed by a representative of the Geotechnical
Engineer prior to installation. This is to assess their suitability for foundation support and confirm their
consistency with the conditions upon which our recommendations are based. Very loose sands were
encountered to a depth of 1 to 3 feet. Densification of excavation bottoms or undercut and replacement
could be needed to this depth if very loose sands are encountered during the foundation evaluation.
The subgrade materials can be sensitive to moisture variations; therefore, foundation excavations should
be opened for a minimum amount of time, particularly during inclement weather. Soils exposed to moisture
variations may become highly disturbed and require undercutting prior to placing foundations.
4.3.2 Fill Material and Placement
If any fill is placed on site, it should consist of a clean (free of organics and debris), low plasticity soil
(Plasticity Index less than 25). The proposed fill should have a maximum dry density of at least 100 pounds
per cubic foot as determined by a Modified Proctor Moisture-Density Relationship test, ASTM D 1557. All
fill should be placed in loose lifts not exceeding 10 inches in thickness and compacted to a minimum of 95
percent of its Modified Proctor maximum dry density. We recommend that field density tests, including onepoint Proctor verification tests, be performed on the fill as it is being placed at a frequency determined by
an experienced geotechnical engineer to verify the compaction criteria.
4.3.3 Temporary Excavations
Excavations greater than four feet in depth should be sloped or shored in accordance with local, state, and
federal regulations, including OSHA “Construction Standard for Excavations” (29 CFR Part 1926.650-652).
The contractor is usually solely responsible for site safety. This information is provided only as a service
and under no circumstances should ESP be assumed to be responsible for construction site safety.
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5.0 Limited Findings – Future Building
We understand construction of a new building is being considered to the northwest of the existing main
building. As requested, sounding C-1 was performed in the general area of the future building to explore
subsurface conditions and to provide limited geotechnical considerations. Plans for the future building are
conceptual and structural details are not available at this time.
In general, the very loose to medium dense sands below the water table encountered on site have the
potential to liquefy during a seismic event. A detailed liquefaction analysis will need to be performed to
quantify the risks and estimate the magnitude of possible liquefaction-induced settlements at the site. The
feasibility of supporting the future building on shallow foundations will depend on the magnitude of
maximum column and wall loads and risks associated with liquefaction. Due to proximity to the ocean,
shallow foundations will be subject to potential damage due to scour from storm events and potential high
velocity flooding. Site preparation and foundation evaluations will be very important to support the building
on shallow foundations, if determined feasible.
Geotechnical recommendations will depend heavily on structural details. Only general comments about the
suitability of the site for the future building can be provided. Once final site development plans have been
established, additional geotechnical analysis and likely additional subsurface exploration will be required to
provided design recommendations for site preparation and foundation support.
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6.0 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
6.1

Effects of Construction Methods

Several aspects of construction at this site could adversely affect existing structures at the park, existing
structures on adjacent sites such as the Sea Cabin on the Ocean condominium building, utilities, and
nearby facilities. Therefore, proper design and special care during construction will be needed to protect
the adjoining properties. These items are discussed below.
Driven pile installation and other construction activities can generate vibrations that travel off-site. These
vibrations can cause damage to adjacent structures if not properly controlled. Care must be taken to prevent
damage of newly placed structures, especially fresh concrete. We recommend that vibration monitoring be
performed for structures located nearby during the construction activities that generate a large amount of
vibration. This will reduce the potential for large magnitude vibrations and subsequent damage claims.
General site dewatering can sometimes cause settlement of adjacent structures due to an increase in
effective stresses which can consolidate soils. Based on the available data, we anticipate that this will
generally not be a concern at this site. However, pumping of fine soil particles due to improper dewatering
techniques can result in unwanted subsidence. Therefore, proper dewatering systems, if required, should
be implemented to reduce these effects.
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7.0 LIMITATIONS of REPORT
This report has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted geotechnical engineering practice
with regard to the specific conditions and requirements of this site. The conclusions and recommendations
contained in this report were based on the applicable standards of our practice in this geographic area at
the time this report was prepared. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made.
The analysis and recommendations submitted herein are based, in part, upon the data obtained from the
subsurface exploration. The nature and extent of variations between the soundings and hand auger borings
will not be known until construction is underway. If variations appear evident, then we request the
opportunity to re-evaluate the recommendations of this report. In the event that any changes in the nature,
design, or location of the structures are planned, the conclusions and recommendations contained in this
report will not be considered valid unless the changes are reviewed and conclusions modified or verified in
writing by ESP.
In order to verify that earthwork and foundation recommendations are properly interpreted and
implemented, we recommend that ESP be provided the opportunity to review the final plans and
specifications. Any concerns observed will be brought to our client’s attention in writing.
Our conclusions and recommendations are based on the project information previously discussed and on
the data obtained from the field testing program. If the structural loading, geometry or proposed building
locations are changed or significantly differ from those discussed, or if conditions are encountered during
construction that differ from those encountered by the borings, ESP requests the opportunity to review our
recommendations based on the new information and make any necessary changes.
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FIELD EXPLORATION
Cone Penetration Test: The CPT soundings were performed with a track-mounted CPT rig in general
accordance with ASTM D5778 by hydraulically pushing an electronically instrumented cone penetrometer
through the soil at a constant rate. As the cone penetrometer was advanced through the soil, nearly
continuous readings of tip resistance (qc), sleeve friction (fs), and pore water pressure (u) were electronically
recorded. Using theoretical and empirical relationships, CPT data can be used to determine soil stratigraphy
and estimate soil properties and parameters such as effective stress, friction angle, young’s Modulus, and
undrained shear strength.
The table below presents the relative density of sands and consistency of silts and clays based on the
corrected cone tip resistance (qt).
SANDS
Cone Tip Resistance
qt (tsf)

SILTS AND CLAYS
Relative Density

Cone Tip Resistance
qt (tsf)

Consistency

<20

Very Loose

<5

Very Soft

20 – 40

Loose

5 – 10

Soft

40 – 120

Medium Dense

10 – 15

Firm

15 – 30

Stiff

120 – 200

Dense

30 - 60

Very Stiff

>200

Very Dense

>60

Hard

Symbols and Equations:
Pa = atmospheric pressure (for unit normalization)
qt = corrected cone tip resistance
Rf = 100% * (fs/qt)
u2 = pore pressure behind cone tip (tsf)
u0 = hydrostatic pressure
Bq = (u2-u0)/(qt-sv0)
Qt = (qt-sv0)/s’v0
Fr =100% *fs/(qt-sv0)
Ic = ((3.47-logQt)2+(logFr+1.22)2)0.5
N60 = (qt/pa)/[8.5(1-Ic/4.6)]

Ic CPT Material Graphics
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Cone Penetration Test

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, South Carolina

C-1

Project Number :JM35.300

Date: Mar. 2, 2021
Estimated Water Depth: 2.5 ft
Rig/Operator: Vertek S-4 / P. Long
Depth
(ft)
0

Tip Resistance
qt
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Sleeve Friction
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Elevation: 7.5
Pore Pressure
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Friction Ratio
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Date: Mar. 2, 2021
Estimated Water Depth: 3 ft
Rig/Operator: Vertek S-4 / P. Long
Depth
(ft)
0

Tip Resistance
qt
(tsf)
40 80 120 160

Sleeve Friction
fs
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1
2
3
4

Northing: 348792.0
Easting: 2373108.0
Elevation: 7.9
Pore Pressure
u2
u0
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0
5
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Friction Ratio
Rf
(%)
2
4
6
8

Total Depth: 50.1 ft
Termination Criteria: Target Depth
Cone Size: 1.75
Equivalent N60
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Cone Penetration Test

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, South Carolina

C-3

Project Number :JM35.300

Date: Mar. 2, 2021
Estimated Water Depth: 4.5 ft
Rig/Operator: Vertek S-4 / P. Long
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Total Depth: 30.1 ft
Termination Criteria: Target Depth
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Electronic File Name: C-3.ecp
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C-3

Cone Penetration Test

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, South Carolina

C-4

Project Number :JM35.300

Date: Mar. 2, 2021
Estimated Water Depth: 2.5 ft
Rig/Operator: Vertek S-4 / P. Long
Depth
(ft)
0

Tip Resistance
qt
(tsf)
40 80 120 160

Sleeve Friction
fs
(tsf)
1
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3
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Northing: 348678.0
Easting: 2373225.0
Elevation: 6.6
Pore Pressure
u2
u0
(tsf)
0
5
10 15

Friction Ratio
Rf
(%)
2
4
6
8

Total Depth: 58.0 ft
Termination Criteria: Target Depth
Cone Size: 1.75
Equivalent N60
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Electronic File Name: C-4.ecp

C-4

PROJECT No.:

ELEVATION:

DRILLING METHOD:

JM35.300

7.50 Feet

Hand Auger

LOGGED BY:

BORING DEPTH:

AUGER O.D.:

Matt Lucas

4.0 Feet

4.25 in

DATE DRILLED:

WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING COMPANY:
NOTES:

N/A
DYNAMIC CONE PENETROMETER
TEST DATA
(Average Blows/Increment)

5

Topsoil, - 2 inches
COASTAL PLAIN DEPOSITS: Tan to Tannish Gray Poorly Graded SAND
with silt, fine, (moist to wet)

HC

Boring was terminated at 4.0 feet. Cave-in depth at 3.0 feet. Backfilled
with soil.
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Page 1 of 1
ELEVATIONS WERE SURVEYED IN THE FIELD AND NOTED BY ESP AT THE TIME OF EXPLORATION. DEPTH
MEASUREMENTS ARE SHOWN TO ILLUSTRATE THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE SOIL TYPES
ENCOUNTERED AT THE HAND AUGER LOCATIONS.
DO NOT USE ELEVATIONS OR DEPTH MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DISTANCES OR
QUANTITIES.
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HAND AUGER BORING RECORD
C-1

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, SC

PROJECT:

25

PROJECT No.:

ELEVATION:

DRILLING METHOD:

JM35.300

7.90 Feet

Hand Auger

LOGGED BY:

BORING DEPTH:

AUGER O.D.:

Matt Lucas

4.0 Feet

4.25 in

DATE DRILLED:

WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING COMPANY:
NOTES:

N/A
DYNAMIC CONE PENETROMETER
TEST DATA
(Average Blows/Increment)

5

Topsoil, - 1 inch
COASTAL PLAIN DEPOSITS: Tannish Gray to Tan Poorly Graded SAND
with silt, fine, (moist), Trace roots, some shells

COASTAL PLAIN DEPOSITS: Reddish Yellow Clayey SAND, fine, (wet)
COASTAL PLAIN DEPOSITS: Grayish Brown Poorly Graded SAND with
silt, fine, (wet), Some shells

HC

Boring was terminated at 4.0 feet. Cave-in depth at 3.5 feet. Backfilled
with soil.
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ELEVATIONS WERE SURVEYED IN THE FIELD AND NOTED BY ESP AT THE TIME OF EXPLORATION. DEPTH
MEASUREMENTS ARE SHOWN TO ILLUSTRATE THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE SOIL TYPES
ENCOUNTERED AT THE HAND AUGER LOCATIONS.
DO NOT USE ELEVATIONS OR DEPTH MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DISTANCES OR
QUANTITIES.
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SOIL DESCRIPTION
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3.0 feet @ TOB
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03/02/21

HAND AUGER BORING RECORD
C-2

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, SC

PROJECT:

25

PROJECT No.:

ELEVATION:

DRILLING METHOD:

JM35.300

8.70 Feet

Hand Auger

LOGGED BY:

BORING DEPTH:

AUGER O.D.:

Matt Lucas

4.0 Feet

4.25 in

DATE DRILLED:

WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING COMPANY:
NOTES:

N/A

5

COASTAL PLAIN DEPOSITS: Tan to Grayish Brown Poorly Graded
SAND with silt, fine, (moist to wet)

Boring was terminated at 4.0 feet. Backfilled with soil.
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ELEVATIONS WERE SURVEYED IN THE FIELD AND NOTED BY ESP AT THE TIME OF EXPLORATION. DEPTH
MEASUREMENTS ARE SHOWN TO ILLUSTRATE THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE SOIL TYPES
ENCOUNTERED AT THE HAND AUGER LOCATIONS.
DO NOT USE ELEVATIONS OR DEPTH MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DISTANCES OR
QUANTITIES.
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DYNAMIC CONE PENETROMETER
TEST DATA
(Average Blows/Increment)

ELEV.
(ft)

SOIL DESCRIPTION

WATER
LEVEL

Dry @ TOB
GRAPHIC
LOG

DEPTH
(ft)

03/02/21

HAND AUGER BORING RECORD
C-3

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, SC

PROJECT:

25

PROJECT No.:

ELEVATION:

DRILLING METHOD:

JM35.300

8.60 Feet

Hand Auger

LOGGED BY:

BORING DEPTH:

AUGER O.D.:

Matt Lucas

4.0 Feet

4.25 in

DATE DRILLED:

WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING COMPANY:
NOTES:

N/A
DYNAMIC CONE PENETROMETER
TEST DATA
(Average Blows/Increment)

5

COASTAL PLAIN DEPOSITS: Tan to Tannish Gray Poorly Graded SAND
with silt, fine, (moist to wet)

HC

Boring was terminated at 4.0 feet. Cave-in depth at 3.0 feet. Backfilled
with soil.
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ELEVATIONS WERE SURVEYED IN THE FIELD AND NOTED BY ESP AT THE TIME OF EXPLORATION. DEPTH
MEASUREMENTS ARE SHOWN TO ILLUSTRATE THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE SOIL TYPES
ENCOUNTERED AT THE HAND AUGER LOCATIONS.
DO NOT USE ELEVATIONS OR DEPTH MEASUREMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DISTANCES OR
QUANTITIES.
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WATER
LEVEL
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03/02/21

HAND AUGER BORING RECORD
C-4

Isle of Palms County Park
Isle of Palms, SC

PROJECT:

25

ESP Corporate Office
3475 Lakemont Blvd.
Fort Mill, SC 29708
803.802.2440

Mailing
PO Box 7030
Charlotte, NC 28241

Raleigh
2200 Gateway Centre Blvd.
Suite 216
Morrisville, NC 27560
919.678.1070

Greensboro
7011 Albert Pick Rd.
Suite E
Greensboro, NC 27409
336.334.7724

Columbia
2711 Alpine Rd.
Suite 200
Columbia, SC 29223
803.705.2229

Charleston
2154 N. Center St.
Suite E-503
North Charleston, SC 29406
843.714.2040

Bradenton
518 13th St. West
Bradenton, FL 34205
941.345.5451

Concord
7144 Weddington Rd.
NW Suite 110
Concord, NC 28027
704.793.9855

Wilmington
211 Racine Dr.
Suite 101
Wilmington, NC 28403
910.313.6648

Nashville
500 Wilson Pike Cir.
Suite 310
Brentwood, TN 37024
615.760.8300

800.960.7317
www.espassociates.com

Lake Norman
20484 Chartwell Center Dr.
Suite D
Cornelius, NC 28031
704.990.9428

Indianapolis
8673 Bash St.
Indianapolis, IN 46256
317.537.6979

Pittsburgh
One Williamsburg Pl.
Suite G-5, Box 13
Warrendale, PA 15086
878.332.2163

